Introduction.
We define a modified Schnirelmann density for an infinite sequence of positive integers and prove two theorems about this density which are analogous but not identical to well-known results for Schnirelmann density.
Henceforth we assume all sequences are infinite. Let A be a sequence of positive integers α t < a 2 < , let A (n) be the number of integers of A not greater than n, and let / be the sequence of all positive integers. Then the wellknown asymptotic density δ(A), the Schnirelmann density α, and the modified Besicovitch density (λ i9 of A, are defined as follows:
where A £ I and s is the smallest positive integer missing from A. We define the modified Schnirelmann density or more briefly the modified density (X* of A as follows:
Thus the modified density may be defined by merely restricting to A the n occurring in the definition of Schnirelmann density.
Let B be the sequence of positive integers b\ < &2 < . The sum C -A + B of the sequences A and B is defined as the sequence of integers of the form 
Theorem 2 is a best possible result in the sense that there exist sequences
A and β such that equality holds and such that 0 < (X* < 1 and 0 < j8* < 1.
This is shown by the following example. Proof. If C = /, then by hypothesis y* = 1 > α* + jS* > α! + β*, and we are through.
If C φl, we restrict ^ so that n fc C but (R + 1)GC. For rc fixed, (3) yields It is striking that while these results for modified density differ considerably from the analogous results for Schnirelmann density, they differ very little from the following results for asymptotic density due to H.-H. Ostmann 
k + 1
If asymptotic density is replaced by modified density, (6) becomes Theorem 1, and (7) for x = 0 becomes Theorem 2.
3. The density of a sum. If the hypothesis 1, 2,
, k E ^ of Theorem 2 is completely removed, then, according to Example 2, y* >^ max { α*, β* \ is the strongest inequality obtainable for the density of C. However, the question arises as to the existence of a stronger inequality when this hypothesis of Further light is shed on the relation of y* to α* and j3* by use of a result of L. P.-H. Cheo [2] , He showed that for given nonnegative values of α, 8, and y satisfying 1 >_ y >_ Cί + β there exist sequences A $ δ, and C = A + B having Schnirelmann densities 0C, β, and y, respectively. Cheo's proof is constructive, and for his sequences α* = 0C, β* = β, and y* = y. Therefore Cheo's result holds for modified density. Finally, if the modified density of a finite sequence is defined to be zero, then all results and discussions in this paper clearly hold without the restriction that the sequences be infinite.
